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a collection of short folktales from mexico israel poland and other places
demonstrating wisdom and justice a collection of folktales from many
cultures told in a combination of poetry prose original melody and guitar
the panchatantra is a collection of ancient indian fables many a times the
central characters are animals and birds who show their most identifying
characteristics in the various stories and impart valuable life lessons and
morals in this book read a fine selection of five tales of wisdom from the
panchatantra read about the foolish turtle who wouldn t listen to advise
the man who believed his goat was a dog the silly camel who offered
himself as food for the lion and more from the author of the
internationally bestselling the art of hearing heartbeats comes this
charming collection of folktales that offer a window into burma s
fascinating history and culture since 1995 jan philipp sendker has visited
myanmar burma dozens of times and while doing research for his novels
the art of hearing heartbeats and a well tempered heart he encountered
numerous folktales and fables these moving stories speak to the rich
mythology of the diverse peoples of burma the spirituality of humankind
and the profound social impact of buddhist thought some are so strange
he couldn t classify them or identify a familiar moral while others
reminded him of the fairy tales of his childhood except that here
monkeys tigers elephants and crocodiles inhabited the fantastic lands
instead of hedgehogs donkeys or geese their morals resemble those of
the brothers grimm or hans christian andersen illustrating how all
cultures draw on a universal wisdom to create their myths the long path
to wisdom s evocative stories run the gamut of human emotions from the
familiar to the shocking and are sure to delight fans of the art of hearing
heartbeats as well as those newly discovering the magic of sendker s
incandescent writing a fascinating and wide ranging anthology of wisdom
stories from different cultures all over the world and different time
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periods this vivid and varied collection of stories is gathered together by
an experienced and well respected author and speaker from a wide
range of time periods and cultures around the world stories can be a
powerful means of communication each of these stories has a spiritual
message at its heart meaning that they can be read at many different
levels and enjoyed by all they are ideal for personal use and will also be a
valuable resource for church leaders and school teachers divided into
eight thematic sections underlying story topics include the created
universe human relationships rites of passage a world in pieces suffering
healing growth the journey to the true self the road to transformation and
the dream fulfilled as the name suggests wisdom tales is a collection of
30 stories written and compiled by well known author j m mehta each
story begins with a line of wisdom expressing the crux of the story and
teaching a simple but important value of life which should be imbibed by
one and all to remain happy and become successful the values included
in the given stories are honesty kindness faith sacrifice patience humility
friendship gratefulness sincerity etc if we can adopt even some of the
above mentioned values in our day to day life we can improve our
conduct and change our lifestyle completely in addition to the opening
line of wisdom there is also a box at the end of each story named e
pearls of wisdom e this is where the author has emphasized the deep
inner meaning hidden within the story highlighting the moral value
associated with it therefore dear readers go through these invaluable
collections of inspiring enlightening and entertaining stories and read it
out to your family and friends fonts of timeless wisdom folktales are
meant to be told aloud and this collection curates 50 such tales along
with guidance for telling them well in gatherings of all sizes the stories
explore a broad range of themes including authenticity forgiveness
generosity death faith hope and many more some funny others poignant
all of the tales draw listeners in each story is accompanied by a brief
descriptions story maps and reflective questions a comprehensive index
of themes and principles rounds out this comprehensive folktale resource
a collection of seven tales from around the world featuring remarkable
animals and extraordinary people reminding us of how vast and
mysterious the world is and how our lives can be transformed in the most
unexpected circumstances before schooling was widely available for
most people the classroom was at the fireside the field and the country
lane where the bards told their tales many such folk tales exist to convey
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life lessons in an entertaining way these stories are not the pontifications
of ancient philosophers they are the gleanings of countless storytellers
everyday men and women with hard won life experiences and pockets
full of folklore the tales reflect the times and places of their origin but
have been handed down from generation to generation evolving to meet
changing times some are amusing some are thought provoking all have
been polished and honed for so long that their message slips almost
imperceptibly into the mind fools and wise men retells these stories for
new generations repaying our debts to the bards of old this is collection
of short stories which takes place in life and we can learn lesson from it
and we can avoid problem or find solution of our problems by wisdom
normally children found these stories very interesting men and women
learn moral of stories and found that this stuff happening happened in
their lives too national book award winning poet and author of the
internationally best selling iron john robert bly revisits a selection of fairy
tales and examines how these enduring narratives capture the essence
of human nature few forms of storytelling have greater power to
captivate the human mind than fairy tales but where do these tales
originate from and what do they mean celebrated poet and bestselling
author robert bly has been asking these questions throughout his career
here bly looks at six tales that have stood the test of time and have
captivated the poet for decades from the six swans to the frog prince
drawing on his own creative genius and the work of a range of thinkers
from kirkegaard and yeats to freud and jung bly turns these stories over
in his mind to bring new meaning and illumination to these timeless tales
along with illustrations of each story the book features some of bly s
unpublished poetry which peppers his lyric prose and offers a look inside
the mind of an american master of letters in the twilight of his singular
career traditional folktales from around the world celebrate the wisdom
courage and even the follies of elders presenting them as crones wise
men sages magic helpers and fools arranged by story type these are
tales that can be used in the classroom and library as a springboard for
cultural comparisons and discussion of how wisdom is shared between
generations and how elders contribute to and are perceived by various
societies it is also a fine resource for storytellers performing in senior
centers assisted living facilities and nursing homes think folk and fairy
tales are all about mischievous animals beautiful princesses and
handsome princes think again one of the most prominent themes in
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folklore is that of the strength and role of the elders a theme that
deserves revisiting today this collection gathers traditional folktales from
around the world to celebrate the wisdom courage and even the follies of
elders arranged by story type these are tales that can be used in the
classroom and library as a springboard for cultural comparisons and
discussion of how wisdom is shared between generations and how elders
contribute to and are perceived by various societies folktales are among
the most resilient types of lore one generation passes to another tales we
tell today whether they are cautionary humorous or embedded with
moral instruction date back to ancient civilizations storyteller writer and
folktale enthusiast pleasant despain has an uncanny ear for those tales
that transcend particular eras or cultures and have passed into the
universal frame of reference a pioneer of the storytelling renaissance
despain first published some of the tales in these three volumes in the
two volume pleasant journeys later repackaged as the two volume
twenty two splendid tales to tell from around the world now despain has
thematically arranged selections from the original collection nine stories
are included in each of book of nine lives and updated the sourcenotes
and bibliographies repackaged into affordable digest sized kid friendly
readers with updated pen and ink work by artist don bell these three
volumes are only the first in despain s books of nine lives series like any
species with extraordinary survival skills folktales thrive because they are
adaptive despain s adaptations carry his trademark elegance and
succinct style a collection of traditional stories from around the world
reflecting the cumulative wisdom of sufi zen taoist buddhist jewish
christian african and native american cultures this handy book of
motivational stories contains short stories and anecdotes available on the
internet this book is a collection of either actual incidents of great
thinkers and leaders or fictional stories with deep meaning and learnings
this simple yet profound collection will provide you with a sense of
inspiration and guidance creative caricatures have been included to
make the stories come alive christians and jews as well as moslems
called jalaludin rumi their teacher born in afghanistan in the 13th century
rumi is widely considered one of the greatest mystical teachers and
perhaps the greatest mystical poet of all time an important theme of
rumi s work is the danger of mistaking the container for the content he
regarded even his own poetry as a container for the real purpose of his
work the hundred tales of wisdom is a collection of events and action
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teachings from rumi s life with stories fables and verse from his work a
classic the book has been used in sufi schools for more than 700 years as
a teaching instrument to help develop insights beyond ordinary
perceptions fifty lively and engaging stories from around the world
explore a broad range of life lessons the collection includes reflection
questions story maps and an index of themes and principles here is a
timeless collection of traditional stories that recount the personal
spiritual journeys and true acts of selflessness by saints from various
religious traditions indigenous to india including buddhism hinduism
jainism sikhism and sufism the authors present a diverse selection of
these inspirational tales about both men and women saints from a
variety of time periods and from all over india and make them relevant
for a modern audience the stories reveal that despite their perceived
differences the same spiritual principles underlie all the great religious
traditions containing simple truths common sense and the promise that
people can benefit from past generations experience this book is a
collection of 50 metaphorical folktales and parables selected with a
global perspective and retold by a professional storyteller one of the
most difficult conversations parents can have with their children is about
changes such as separation or divorce these types of changes are
difficult and can be traumatic for children 99 of children are delicate and
easily hurt even though they put on a brave face zebra tales daddy
moved the 4th book in the mr stripes series discusses changes that can
occur in families when parents have problems and disagree on certain
key issues a child needs to know they are not to blame especially when
the disagreements involves the child life is always changing and
sometimes change comes because someone moves away if this happens
in your family it is very important for a child to say what they need to say
families are different and not all parents are a mom or dad they could be
grandparents aunts or an adult friend it takes a wise man to recognise
another s wisdom while his courtiers were jealous of birbal the emperor
was quick to notice his agile mind while the two men loathed hypocrisy
and deceit they also relished a good joke children often find it difficult to
express their feelings in constructive ways while they enjoy the good
feelings they may have difficulty coping with the unpleasant variety
talking about feelings is a good way to understand that whether the
feeling feels good or bad they are normal zebra tales bubbles of feelings
the 3rd book in the mr stripes series gives a child a tool for them to use
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when they experience overwhelming feelings often our minds produce
worries as thoughts that bother us about what might go wrong in the
future or we feel ashamed angry or sad regarding something that already
happened sometimes the feelings are so strong or constant that they
interfere with one s ability to fall asleep or focus on the task at hand
maybe a child is feeling shy preventing them from making new friends
little zebra imagines bubbles to put her troubled feelings into a person is
not their feelings rather they have feelings this is an important and
empowering distinction collects and retells stories that highlight the
strengths and weaknesses of human nature and the consequences of
foolish choices in a work featuring tales from such countries as nigeria
turkey bhutan and russia all fairy tales speak of a hero s journey and
follow much the same format the main character meets challenges and
overcomes them through might magic or marriage the newly realized
fairy tales and stories you find in this book also tell stories of all creatures
facing difficulties and suffering but the way out is not as easy breezy as
waving a magic wand the light at the end of the tunnel very much
depends on the choices the characters must make in the wake of their
suffering read the stories by yourself in quiet contemplation or share the
stories with your children and use them as a jump off point to discuss
situations your children will one day face on their own let the stories
remind you and your loved ones that the toolkit of internal virtues and
strengths is available to all of us we just have to pay attention and pick
the right tool when the time comes use the tool to find growth in
difficulties you will realize that you become a better person not despite
your suffering but because of it just like aesop s fables these ancient
tales of wisdom inspire and delight both young and old dr kumuda reddy
india s own dr seuss has retold in modern language these colorful
teaching stories from india that she learned as a child on her knee each
story contains pearls of wisdom designed to entertain and enlighten both
children and adults with the truth of life a magical and enchanting
selection of stories that touch the hearts of all listeners they feature
award winning storyteller laura simms who has been called the queen of
american storytelling for her uncanny ability to enliven stories in a
magical way irresistably engaging both young and old the world music of
the real myth ensemble featuring over 30 instruments adds a rich
universal flavor to these tales of timeless wisdom an illustrated keepsake
collection of old world jewish tales of faith and morality beautifully
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packaged with a cloth case foil stamping a ribbon book marker and lush
full color artwork on every page jewish stories of wisdom is the perfect
antidote to our busy modern lives it serves as a daily companion that one
can return to again and again for a much needed moment of spiritual
sustenance the 34 stories in this uplifting collection can be read in
solitude or shared with others among them are the poet and the pirate
the language of the kings the laughter of the light the true beauty and
many others patrick fischmann is a writer whose work is to gather stories
from around the world for a multicultural and spiritual awakening he is
the author of dozens of titles including several in the contes des sages
series published by editions du seuil in france he is a storyteller singer
and multi instrument songwriter he lives in france sibling rivalry often
starts right after the birth of a second child sometimes the older child
becomes aggressive or even regressive this means they start acting like
a baby again it is important to prepare your child so they know what to
expect this makes their adjustment to the changes a baby brings easier
zebra tales mommy s baby the 5th book in the mr stripes series
addresses many concerns a older sibling has with a new addition to the
family the book identifies that babies come from love then through a
mom and dad this gives a much deeper context to understand life from
this comprehensive collection of timeless and powerful stories puts the
wisdom of world religions in the hands of young readers when attempting
to find a simple engaging and unbiased approach to world religions for
her own family marilyn mcfarlane discovered such a book did not exist
understanding how important it is for children to build both respect for
and knowledge of a variety of religions regardless of their own faith
mcfarlane created sacred stories wisdom from world religions each
captivating story and accompanying sidebar facts and spot illustrations
brings to life the key tenets of a particular belief system while the
comprehensive glossary and resource list enable readers to expand their
explorations including easy to understand descriptions and essential
stories from buddhism christianity hinduism islam judaism native
american and sacred earth sacred stories is perfect for parents and
teachers who want to expand young readers understanding of world
traditions the simple informative unbiased language of sacred stories
combined with its comprehensive resource list and glossary makes it an
ideal learning tool for teachers librarians and other educators this vivid
and varied collection of stories with a spiritual message isathered
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together by margaret silf from a wide range of time periods andultures
around the world stories can be a powerful means of communication ach
of these stories has at its heart a spiritual message that reflectshristian
values which means that they can be read at different levels theyre ideal
for personal use and enjoyment and will also be a valuableesource for
church leaders and school teachers the book is divided into 8hematic
sections the created universe human relationships rites ofassage a world
in pieces suffering healing growth the journey to therue self the road to
transformation and the dream fulfilled for young and old around the
beginning of the common era indian buddhists began to collect fables or
jataka tales illuminating various human virtues and foibles from kindness
cooperation loyalty and self discipline on the one hand to greed pride
foolishness and treachery on the other instead of populating these stories
with people they cast the animals of their immediate environment in the
leading roles which may have given the tales a universal appeal that
helped them travel around the world surfacing in the middle east as
aesop s fables and in various other guises throughout east and southeast
asia africa russia and europe author and painter mark mcginnis has
collected over forty of these hallowed popular tales and retold them in
vividly poetic yet accessible language their original buddhist messages
firmly intact each story is accompanied with a beautifully rendered full
color painting making this an equally attractive book for children and
adults whether buddhist or not who love fine stories about their fellow
wise and foolish creatures these teachings from the heart of buddhism
ring true a sumptuous meal of wild and comic dharma enjoy enkyō o hara
soto priest and teacher one hundred illuminating tales of the foibles and
follies of everyday fools this elegant humorous and masterful little book
of wisdom is a welcome addition to the buddhist canon the one hundred
parable sutra is known as the most humorous sutra in all of buddhist
literature here kazuaki tanahashi the celebrated translator calligrapher
and dōgen scholar and peter levitt an award winning poet storyteller and
zen practitioner have translated and retold these jewel like parables with
storytelling panache for students teachers and seekers everywhere with
appropriate commentary each tale becomes a simple lesson for everyday
living from the potter who seeks fame to the woman who possesses great
lust these tales are told with a gentle clarity that magnifies our appetites
and delusions in doing so they become an accurate mirror of the human
condition illustrated with seventeen original brushwork drawings by
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tanahashi a flock of fools is a perfect little book of wisdom laughter and
compassion translator kaz tanahashi and storyteller peter levitt have
given these stories a subtle american zen flavor and although this
collection has a 1500 year pedigree its messages ring clear and true
today shambala sun funny strange wise informing this marvelous book
celebrates the wild heart of buddhism roshi joan halifax zen buddhist
teacher nothing breaks apart dualism and sanctimoniousness like a good
laugh lively reminders of the power of humor to enrich our understanding
and to help us let go of our attachments enkyō o hara soto priest and
teacher here is a treasury of favorite and little known tales from africa
asia europe the americas australia and oceania gracefully retold and
accompanied by fascinating detailed information of their historic and
cultural backgrounds the introduction provides an informative overview
of folklore its purpose in world cultures and in contemporary society and
popular culture following this the main sections of the book are arranged
by tale type covering wonder tales hero tales tales of kindness repaid
and hope and redemption and finally tales of fools and wise people each
section begins by comparing the tales cross culturally explaining
similarities and differences in the folkloric narratives tales from diverse
cultures are then presented introduced and retold in a highly readable
fashion fifty two stories about the large themes of life nature and faith
positive and life affirming 52 original wisdom stories follows the liturgical
year and is an ideal resource for public worship sid and rosie are an older
married couple with several children and grandchildren through a series
of short engaging narratives we learn about their faith their feelings for
one another their hopes and dreams and their perception of how god
speaks to them through the events of their lives each story stands on its
own their sequence follows the rhythm of the church s year from advent
through christmas easter pentecost and harvest thanksgiving with an
open tone of wonder and reflection author penelope wilcock explores the
ordinary and extraordinary topics of daily life falling in love marriage
birth education illness woodlands farming meeting adversity hospitality
home making work this beautiful hardback is ideal for personal reflection
and growth and as a refreshing resource for church and small group
discussions



Tales of Wisdom and Justice
2005-12-15

a collection of short folktales from mexico israel poland and other places
demonstrating wisdom and justice

World Tales of Wisdom and Wonder
2014-05-10

a collection of folktales from many cultures told in a combination of
poetry prose original melody and guitar

The Hundred Tales of Wisdom
1978

the panchatantra is a collection of ancient indian fables many a times the
central characters are animals and birds who show their most identifying
characteristics in the various stories and impart valuable life lessons and
morals in this book read a fine selection of five tales of wisdom from the
panchatantra read about the foolish turtle who wouldn t listen to advise
the man who believed his goat was a dog the silly camel who offered
himself as food for the lion and more

Tales Of Wisdom Panchatantra : Large
Print
2018-10-23

from the author of the internationally bestselling the art of hearing
heartbeats comes this charming collection of folktales that offer a
window into burma s fascinating history and culture since 1995 jan
philipp sendker has visited myanmar burma dozens of times and while
doing research for his novels the art of hearing heartbeats and a well
tempered heart he encountered numerous folktales and fables these



moving stories speak to the rich mythology of the diverse peoples of
burma the spirituality of humankind and the profound social impact of
buddhist thought some are so strange he couldn t classify them or
identify a familiar moral while others reminded him of the fairy tales of
his childhood except that here monkeys tigers elephants and crocodiles
inhabited the fantastic lands instead of hedgehogs donkeys or geese
their morals resemble those of the brothers grimm or hans christian
andersen illustrating how all cultures draw on a universal wisdom to
create their myths the long path to wisdom s evocative stories run the
gamut of human emotions from the familiar to the shocking and are sure
to delight fans of the art of hearing heartbeats as well as those newly
discovering the magic of sendker s incandescent writing

The Long Path to Wisdom
2011

a fascinating and wide ranging anthology of wisdom stories from different
cultures all over the world and different time periods this vivid and varied
collection of stories is gathered together by an experienced and well
respected author and speaker from a wide range of time periods and
cultures around the world stories can be a powerful means of
communication each of these stories has a spiritual message at its heart
meaning that they can be read at many different levels and enjoyed by
all they are ideal for personal use and will also be a valuable resource for
church leaders and school teachers divided into eight thematic sections
underlying story topics include the created universe human relationships
rites of passage a world in pieces suffering healing growth the journey to
the true self the road to transformation and the dream fulfilled

One Hundred Wisdom Stories
2015-01-09

as the name suggests wisdom tales is a collection of 30 stories written
and compiled by well known author j m mehta each story begins with a
line of wisdom expressing the crux of the story and teaching a simple but



important value of life which should be imbibed by one and all to remain
happy and become successful the values included in the given stories are
honesty kindness faith sacrifice patience humility friendship gratefulness
sincerity etc if we can adopt even some of the above mentioned values in
our day to day life we can improve our conduct and change our lifestyle
completely in addition to the opening line of wisdom there is also a box
at the end of each story named e pearls of wisdom e this is where the
author has emphasized the deep inner meaning hidden within the story
highlighting the moral value associated with it therefore dear readers go
through these invaluable collections of inspiring enlightening and
entertaining stories and read it out to your family and friends

WISDOM TALES
2017-03

fonts of timeless wisdom folktales are meant to be told aloud and this
collection curates 50 such tales along with guidance for telling them well
in gatherings of all sizes the stories explore a broad range of themes
including authenticity forgiveness generosity death faith hope and many
more some funny others poignant all of the tales draw listeners in each
story is accompanied by a brief descriptions story maps and reflective
questions a comprehensive index of themes and principles rounds out
this comprehensive folktale resource

Ancient Stories for Modern Times
1998

a collection of seven tales from around the world featuring remarkable
animals and extraordinary people reminding us of how vast and
mysterious the world is and how our lives can be transformed in the most
unexpected circumstances

Tales of Wisdom & Wonder
2022-05-05



before schooling was widely available for most people the classroom was
at the fireside the field and the country lane where the bards told their
tales many such folk tales exist to convey life lessons in an entertaining
way these stories are not the pontifications of ancient philosophers they
are the gleanings of countless storytellers everyday men and women
with hard won life experiences and pockets full of folklore the tales
reflect the times and places of their origin but have been handed down
from generation to generation evolving to meet changing times some are
amusing some are thought provoking all have been polished and honed
for so long that their message slips almost imperceptibly into the mind
fools and wise men retells these stories for new generations repaying our
debts to the bards of old

Fools and Wise Men
2015-04-22

this is collection of short stories which takes place in life and we can learn
lesson from it and we can avoid problem or find solution of our problems
by wisdom normally children found these stories very interesting men
and women learn moral of stories and found that this stuff happening
happened in their lives too

Tales of Wisdom
2018-03-27

national book award winning poet and author of the internationally best
selling iron john robert bly revisits a selection of fairy tales and examines
how these enduring narratives capture the essence of human nature few
forms of storytelling have greater power to captivate the human mind
than fairy tales but where do these tales originate from and what do they
mean celebrated poet and bestselling author robert bly has been asking
these questions throughout his career here bly looks at six tales that
have stood the test of time and have captivated the poet for decades
from the six swans to the frog prince drawing on his own creative genius
and the work of a range of thinkers from kirkegaard and yeats to freud



and jung bly turns these stories over in his mind to bring new meaning
and illumination to these timeless tales along with illustrations of each
story the book features some of bly s unpublished poetry which peppers
his lyric prose and offers a look inside the mind of an american master of
letters in the twilight of his singular career

More Than True
2005-07

traditional folktales from around the world celebrate the wisdom courage
and even the follies of elders presenting them as crones wise men sages
magic helpers and fools arranged by story type these are tales that can
be used in the classroom and library as a springboard for cultural
comparisons and discussion of how wisdom is shared between
generations and how elders contribute to and are perceived by various
societies it is also a fine resource for storytellers performing in senior
centers assisted living facilities and nursing homes think folk and fairy
tales are all about mischievous animals beautiful princesses and
handsome princes think again one of the most prominent themes in
folklore is that of the strength and role of the elders a theme that
deserves revisiting today this collection gathers traditional folktales from
around the world to celebrate the wisdom courage and even the follies of
elders arranged by story type these are tales that can be used in the
classroom and library as a springboard for cultural comparisons and
discussion of how wisdom is shared between generations and how elders
contribute to and are perceived by various societies

The Tales of Tortoise
2007-11-30

folktales are among the most resilient types of lore one generation
passes to another tales we tell today whether they are cautionary
humorous or embedded with moral instruction date back to ancient
civilizations storyteller writer and folktale enthusiast pleasant despain
has an uncanny ear for those tales that transcend particular eras or



cultures and have passed into the universal frame of reference a pioneer
of the storytelling renaissance despain first published some of the tales in
these three volumes in the two volume pleasant journeys later
repackaged as the two volume twenty two splendid tales to tell from
around the world now despain has thematically arranged selections from
the original collection nine stories are included in each of book of nine
lives and updated the sourcenotes and bibliographies repackaged into
affordable digest sized kid friendly readers with updated pen and ink
work by artist don bell these three volumes are only the first in despain s
books of nine lives series like any species with extraordinary survival
skills folktales thrive because they are adaptive despain s adaptations
carry his trademark elegance and succinct style

Wisdom Stories
2001-06-01

a collection of traditional stories from around the world reflecting the
cumulative wisdom of sufi zen taoist buddhist jewish christian african and
native american cultures

Elder Tales
1996

this handy book of motivational stories contains short stories and
anecdotes available on the internet this book is a collection of either
actual incidents of great thinkers and leaders or fictional stories with
deep meaning and learnings this simple yet profound collection will
provide you with a sense of inspiration and guidance creative caricatures
have been included to make the stories come alive

Tales of Wisdom and Justice
2022-09-30

christians and jews as well as moslems called jalaludin rumi their teacher



born in afghanistan in the 13th century rumi is widely considered one of
the greatest mystical teachers and perhaps the greatest mystical poet of
all time an important theme of rumi s work is the danger of mistaking the
container for the content he regarded even his own poetry as a container
for the real purpose of his work the hundred tales of wisdom is a
collection of events and action teachings from rumi s life with stories
fables and verse from his work a classic the book has been used in sufi
schools for more than 700 years as a teaching instrument to help
develop insights beyond ordinary perceptions

Wisdom Tales from Around the World
1978

fifty lively and engaging stories from around the world explore a broad
range of life lessons the collection includes reflection questions story
maps and an index of themes and principles

Tales of Wisdom: Stories to Motivate &
Inspire
2016-06-01

here is a timeless collection of traditional stories that recount the
personal spiritual journeys and true acts of selflessness by saints from
various religious traditions indigenous to india including buddhism
hinduism jainism sikhism and sufism the authors present a diverse
selection of these inspirational tales about both men and women saints
from a variety of time periods and from all over india and make them
relevant for a modern audience the stories reveal that despite their
perceived differences the same spiritual principles underlie all the great
religious traditions

The Hundred Tales of Wisdom
2002-11-12



containing simple truths common sense and the promise that people can
benefit from past generations experience this book is a collection of 50
metaphorical folktales and parables selected with a global perspective
and retold by a professional storyteller

Ancient Stories for Modern Times
1996-10-01

one of the most difficult conversations parents can have with their
children is about changes such as separation or divorce these types of
changes are difficult and can be traumatic for children 99 of children are
delicate and easily hurt even though they put on a brave face zebra tales
daddy moved the 4th book in the mr stripes series discusses changes
that can occur in families when parents have problems and disagree on
certain key issues a child needs to know they are not to blame especially
when the disagreements involves the child life is always changing and
sometimes change comes because someone moves away if this happens
in your family it is very important for a child to say what they need to say
families are different and not all parents are a mom or dad they could be
grandparents aunts or an adult friend

Tiny-Tot Best Of Wisdom Tales
2015-05-03

it takes a wise man to recognise another s wisdom while his courtiers
were jealous of birbal the emperor was quick to notice his agile mind
while the two men loathed hypocrisy and deceit they also relished a good
joke

Wisdom's Blossoms
1981

children often find it difficult to express their feelings in constructive
ways while they enjoy the good feelings they may have difficulty coping



with the unpleasant variety talking about feelings is a good way to
understand that whether the feeling feels good or bad they are normal
zebra tales bubbles of feelings the 3rd book in the mr stripes series gives
a child a tool for them to use when they experience overwhelming
feelings often our minds produce worries as thoughts that bother us
about what might go wrong in the future or we feel ashamed angry or
sad regarding something that already happened sometimes the feelings
are so strong or constant that they interfere with one s ability to fall
asleep or focus on the task at hand maybe a child is feeling shy
preventing them from making new friends little zebra imagines bubbles
to put her troubled feelings into a person is not their feelings rather they
have feelings this is an important and empowering distinction

Wisdom Tales from Around the World
2015-05-02

collects and retells stories that highlight the strengths and weaknesses of
human nature and the consequences of foolish choices in a work
featuring tales from such countries as nigeria turkey bhutan and russia

Zebra Tales- The Wisdom of Mr. Stripes-
Daddy Moved
2013

all fairy tales speak of a hero s journey and follow much the same format
the main character meets challenges and overcomes them through might
magic or marriage the newly realized fairy tales and stories you find in
this book also tell stories of all creatures facing difficulties and suffering
but the way out is not as easy breezy as waving a magic wand the light
at the end of the tunnel very much depends on the choices the
characters must make in the wake of their suffering read the stories by
yourself in quiet contemplation or share the stories with your children
and use them as a jump off point to discuss situations your children will
one day face on their own let the stories remind you and your loved ones
that the toolkit of internal virtues and strengths is available to all of us



we just have to pay attention and pick the right tool when the time
comes use the tool to find growth in difficulties you will realize that you
become a better person not despite your suffering but because of it

Birbal The Genius (587)
2022-08-17

just like aesop s fables these ancient tales of wisdom inspire and delight
both young and old dr kumuda reddy india s own dr seuss has retold in
modern language these colorful teaching stories from india that she
learned as a child on her knee each story contains pearls of wisdom
designed to entertain and enlighten both children and adults with the
truth of life a magical and enchanting selection of stories that touch the
hearts of all listeners they feature award winning storyteller laura simms
who has been called the queen of american storytelling for her uncanny
ability to enliven stories in a magical way irresistably engaging both
young and old the world music of the real myth ensemble featuring over
30 instruments adds a rich universal flavor to these tales of timeless
wisdom

Zebra Tales - The Wisdom of Mr.Stripes -
Bubbles of Feelings
1999-08

an illustrated keepsake collection of old world jewish tales of faith and
morality beautifully packaged with a cloth case foil stamping a ribbon
book marker and lush full color artwork on every page jewish stories of
wisdom is the perfect antidote to our busy modern lives it serves as a
daily companion that one can return to again and again for a much
needed moment of spiritual sustenance the 34 stories in this uplifting
collection can be read in solitude or shared with others among them are
the poet and the pirate the language of the kings the laughter of the light
the true beauty and many others patrick fischmann is a writer whose
work is to gather stories from around the world for a multicultural and
spiritual awakening he is the author of dozens of titles including several



in the contes des sages series published by editions du seuil in france he
is a storyteller singer and multi instrument songwriter he lives in france

Wisdom Stories
2016

sibling rivalry often starts right after the birth of a second child
sometimes the older child becomes aggressive or even regressive this
means they start acting like a baby again it is important to prepare your
child so they know what to expect this makes their adjustment to the
changes a baby brings easier zebra tales mommy s baby the 5th book in
the mr stripes series addresses many concerns a older sibling has with a
new addition to the family the book identifies that babies come from love
then through a mom and dad this gives a much deeper context to
understand life from

Wake
2015-05-03

this comprehensive collection of timeless and powerful stories puts the
wisdom of world religions in the hands of young readers when attempting
to find a simple engaging and unbiased approach to world religions for
her own family marilyn mcfarlane discovered such a book did not exist
understanding how important it is for children to build both respect for
and knowledge of a variety of religions regardless of their own faith
mcfarlane created sacred stories wisdom from world religions each
captivating story and accompanying sidebar facts and spot illustrations
brings to life the key tenets of a particular belief system while the
comprehensive glossary and resource list enable readers to expand their
explorations including easy to understand descriptions and essential
stories from buddhism christianity hinduism islam judaism native
american and sacred earth sacred stories is perfect for parents and
teachers who want to expand young readers understanding of world
traditions the simple informative unbiased language of sacred stories
combined with its comprehensive resource list and glossary makes it an



ideal learning tool for teachers librarians and other educators

Timeless Wisdom Stories
2012-03-06

this vivid and varied collection of stories with a spiritual message
isathered together by margaret silf from a wide range of time periods
andultures around the world stories can be a powerful means of
communication ach of these stories has at its heart a spiritual message
that reflectshristian values which means that they can be read at
different levels theyre ideal for personal use and enjoyment and will also
be a valuableesource for church leaders and school teachers the book is
divided into 8hematic sections the created universe human relationships
rites ofassage a world in pieces suffering healing growth the journey to
therue self the road to transformation and the dream fulfilled

Jewish Stories Of Wisdom
2003

for young and old

Zebra Tales - The Wisdom of Mr. Stripes -
Mommy's Baby
2016-10

around the beginning of the common era indian buddhists began to
collect fables or jataka tales illuminating various human virtues and
foibles from kindness cooperation loyalty and self discipline on the one
hand to greed pride foolishness and treachery on the other instead of
populating these stories with people they cast the animals of their
immediate environment in the leading roles which may have given the
tales a universal appeal that helped them travel around the world
surfacing in the middle east as aesop s fables and in various other guises
throughout east and southeast asia africa russia and europe author and



painter mark mcginnis has collected over forty of these hallowed popular
tales and retold them in vividly poetic yet accessible language their
original buddhist messages firmly intact each story is accompanied with
a beautifully rendered full color painting making this an equally attractive
book for children and adults whether buddhist or not who love fine stories
about their fellow wise and foolish creatures

One Hundred Wisdom Stories
1993

these teachings from the heart of buddhism ring true a sumptuous meal
of wild and comic dharma enjoy enkyō o hara soto priest and teacher one
hundred illuminating tales of the foibles and follies of everyday fools this
elegant humorous and masterful little book of wisdom is a welcome
addition to the buddhist canon the one hundred parable sutra is known
as the most humorous sutra in all of buddhist literature here kazuaki
tanahashi the celebrated translator calligrapher and dōgen scholar and
peter levitt an award winning poet storyteller and zen practitioner have
translated and retold these jewel like parables with storytelling panache
for students teachers and seekers everywhere with appropriate
commentary each tale becomes a simple lesson for everyday living from
the potter who seeks fame to the woman who possesses great lust these
tales are told with a gentle clarity that magnifies our appetites and
delusions in doing so they become an accurate mirror of the human
condition illustrated with seventeen original brushwork drawings by
tanahashi a flock of fools is a perfect little book of wisdom laughter and
compassion translator kaz tanahashi and storyteller peter levitt have
given these stories a subtle american zen flavor and although this
collection has a 1500 year pedigree its messages ring clear and true
today shambala sun funny strange wise informing this marvelous book
celebrates the wild heart of buddhism roshi joan halifax zen buddhist
teacher nothing breaks apart dualism and sanctimoniousness like a good
laugh lively reminders of the power of humor to enrich our understanding
and to help us let go of our attachments enkyō o hara soto priest and
teacher



Sacred Stories
2004-11-09

here is a treasury of favorite and little known tales from africa asia
europe the americas australia and oceania gracefully retold and
accompanied by fascinating detailed information of their historic and
cultural backgrounds the introduction provides an informative overview
of folklore its purpose in world cultures and in contemporary society and
popular culture following this the main sections of the book are arranged
by tale type covering wonder tales hero tales tales of kindness repaid
and hope and redemption and finally tales of fools and wise people each
section begins by comparing the tales cross culturally explaining
similarities and differences in the folkloric narratives tales from diverse
cultures are then presented introduced and retold in a highly readable
fashion

One Hundred Wisdom Stories from Around
the World
2007-12-01

fifty two stories about the large themes of life nature and faith positive
and life affirming 52 original wisdom stories follows the liturgical year and
is an ideal resource for public worship sid and rosie are an older married
couple with several children and grandchildren through a series of short
engaging narratives we learn about their faith their feelings for one
another their hopes and dreams and their perception of how god speaks
to them through the events of their lives each story stands on its own
their sequence follows the rhythm of the church s year from advent
through christmas easter pentecost and harvest thanksgiving with an
open tone of wonder and reflection author penelope wilcock explores the
ordinary and extraordinary topics of daily life falling in love marriage
birth education illness woodlands farming meeting adversity hospitality
home making work this beautiful hardback is ideal for personal reflection
and growth and as a refreshing resource for church and small group
discussions



Modern Tales of Ancient Wisdom
2014-12-18

A Treasury of Wise Action
2015-08-21

Buddhist Animal Wisdom Stories

A Flock of Fools

World Folklore for Storytellers: Tales of
Wonder, Wisdom, Fools, and Heroes

52 Original Wisdom Stories
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